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Abstract

Allelic expression (AE) imbalance between the two alleles of a gene can be used to detect cis-

acting regulatory SNPs (rSNPs) in individuals heterozygous for a transcribed SNP (tSNP). In this 

paper, we propose three tests for AE analysis focusing on phase-unknown data and any degree of 

linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the rSNP and tSNP: a test based on the minimum p-value of 

a one-sided F and two-sided t tests proposed previously for phase-unknown data, a test that 

combines these two p-values, and a mixture-model based test. We compare these three tests to the 

F and t tests and an existing regression-based test for phase-known data. We show that the ranking 

of the tests based on power depends most strongly on the magnitude of the LD between the rSNP 

and tSNP. For phase-unknown data we find that under a range of scenarios, our proposed tests 

have higher power than the F and t tests when LD between the rSNP and tSNP is moderate (~.2 < 

D'RT < ~.8). We further demonstrate that the presence of a second ungenotyped rSNP almost 

never invalidates the proposed tests nor substantially changes their power rankings. For detection 

of cis-acting regulatory SNPs using phase-unknown AE data, we recommend the F test when the 

rSNP and tSNP are in or near linkage equilibrium (D'RT < .2); the t test when the two SNPs are in 

strong LD (D'RT > .7); and the mixture-model based test for intermediate LD levels (.2 < D'RT < .

7).
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Introduction

mRNA levels are affected by environmental variation, epigenetic modifications, and genetic 

regulatory elements that reside within and outside of the mRNA transcript [Gilad et al., 

2008; Cheung and Spielman, 2009; Pastinen 2010]. Trans-acting regulatory elements 

regulate both alleles of the gene equally and can be located on the same or a different 

chromosome [Monks et al., 2004; Cheung et al., 2005]. Cis-acting regulatory elements 

regulate the expression of the gene on the same chromosome and are often, but not always, 
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in close proximity to the gene they regulate [Yan et al., 2002; Bray et al., 2004; Monks et 

al., 2004; Cheung et al., 2005; Stranger et al., 2005]. Global identification of cis-acting 

regulatory variants (rSNP) enables an understanding of variants that influence local gene 

expression [Ge et al., 2009; Pickerel et al., 2010; Cheung et al., 2010] and can aid with 

identification of causative SNPs and genes in regions identified by genome-wide association 

studies [Cookson et al., 2009; Speliotes et al., 2010; Fogarty et al., 2010].

One way to detect cis-acting variants is via analysis of mRNA from primary or transformed 

cells. Following reverse transcription of RNA to cDNA, the relative levels of the allele 

specific transcript in the cDNA can be measured by genotyping of a transcribed SNP (tSNP) 

or by RNA-seq. Cis-acting regulatory variants cause unequal levels of the transcripts from 

the two alleles of the gene (allelic expression (AE) imbalance), which can be detected by 

comparing the levels of the two transcribed alleles in individuals heterozygous for the tSNP 

and often quantitated as the allelic expression ratio (AER). Each transcribed allele serves as 

an internal standard for the other to control for trans-regulatory and environmental factors 

that affect the expression of both alleles.

A variety of approaches exist to test for AE-rSNP association although each is limited in 

scope of application. Many AE studies compare the AER in cDNA to the AER in genomic 

DNA (gDNA) from the same samples, with the gDNA as a reference for equal levels of the 

two transcript alleles [Bray et al., 2004; Campino et al., 2008; Pant et al., 2006; Fogarty et 

al., 2010]. When a single rSNP is in r2=1 with the tSNP, the underlying AER will be, on 

average, consistently higher or lower than the gDNA level (Figure 1A) and a t test 

comparing the mean AER between cDNA and gDNA or comparing the mean AER of cDNA 

normalized by gDNA to 1 can be performed [Bray et al., 2004; Campino et al., 2008]. The 

use of gDNA as a reference assumes that any technical bias in measurement of AER for the 

cDNA is the same for the gDNA.

When the rSNP is not in r2 = 1 with the tSNP, the distribution of the AER will depend on 

the rSNP-tSNP haplotypes present in the study sample. For samples with known rSNP-tSNP 

haplotypes (rSNP-tSNP phase-known data), a regression-based test for AE-rSNP association 

can be used [Campino et al., 2008; Ge et al., 2009], in which the haplogenotype of the rSNP 

homozygotes is coded as intermediate to the two haplogenotypes of the double 

heterozygotes (for example, ).

However, in practice, rSNP-tSNP phase is often unknown in a given set of samples. The 

existing tests for phase-unknown data are designed to work optimally when D'RT is low or 

relatively high [Fogarty et al., 2010]. When D'RT =1 and r2 <1, there is only one rSNP-tSNP 

haplogenotype configuration present in the rSNP heterozygotes (Figure 1B) and the mean 

AER of the rSNP heterozygotes can be compared either to the mean AER in gDNA (as 

described above) or to the mean AER of the rSNP homozyogtes using a two-sided t test 

[Bray and O’Donovan, 2004; Fogarty et al., 2010]. The cDNA of rSNP homozygotes can 

also serve as a reference for equal levels of the two tSNP alleles. Because the AER is 

measured from the cDNA rather than the gDNA, the potential bias of AER in the reference 

group may be reduced compared to using the gDNA as the reference, although fewer 
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reference samples may be available. When D'RT < 1, there are two possible haplogenotypes 

for rSNP heterozygotes and, relative to the rSNP homozygotes, we expect to observe one 

cluster of samples with higher AER and another cluster with lower AER (Figure 1C). We 

previously proposed a one-sided F test for higher AE variance in rSNP heterozygotes than in 

rSNP homozygotes. The power of the test is maximal when the rSNP and tSNP are in 

linkage equilibrium (LE) [Fogarty et al., 2010]. Teare et al. [2006] proposed a four-

component mixture model and expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to analyze AE 

data and a likelihood ratio test (LRT) to compare mean AE in rSNP heterozygotes and 

homozygotes. However, assessment of the significance of the LRT is not described and the 

usual chi-square distribution cannot be used due to non-identifiability of parameters in the 

finite mixture model [Hartigan, 1985]. The lack of tests designed for intermediate LD range 

(0 < D'RT < 1) has limited the set of rSNP and tSNP combinations that can be effectively 

tested.

Our goal in this paper is to develop tests to detect cis-acting regulatory SNPs in the context 

of genotype or RT-PCR data when D'RT < 1 and linkage phase is unknown, although the 

ideas we describe can be extended to RNA-seq data. We describe three statistical tests that 

seek to capture better the available information from the AE data distribution: a test based 

on the minimum p-value of the F and t tests, a test that combines these two p-values, and a 

mixture-model based test which fits a two-component mixture model for rSNP 

heterozygotes. For the minimum- and combined-p-value tests, we use permutation to assess 

significance allowing for non-normality or correlated tests, while for the mixture-model 

based test we employ the parametric bootstrap. We evaluate the performance of the three 

new tests relative to the existing F and t tests and a regression-based test for phase-known 

data.

We demonstrate through computer simulation that the F test is generally the most powerful 

test when the two SNPs are in LE or low LD (D'RT < .2), but has fairly low power when the 

two SNPs are in high LD (D'RT > .5). In contrast, the t test generally is the least powerful 

test when LD is low (D'RT < .2), but most powerful when LD is high (D'RT > .5). When LD 

is intermediate, the mixture-model based test generally has the highest power, slightly 

higher than the combined-p-value test. We also demonstrate that the presence of a second 

ungenotyped rSNP generally does not invalidate these tests, but may result in reduced or 

increased power, depending on the LD structure between the three loci and the direction of 

effect of the two rSNPs.

Methods

Model and assumptions

We initially assume that the differential expression of a gene is caused in part by a single 

cis-acting rSNP with alleles R and r, with R causing higher expression of the allele on its 

chromosome compared to r. AE imbalance is measured in N independent individuals who 

are heterozygous for a tSNP with alleles T and t. Let pR and pT denote the frequencies of R 

and T, and D'RT the standardized LD between the two SNPs. For individual i, let Gi ∈ {RR, 
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Rr, rr} be the genotype of the rSNP and  be the haplogenotype of 

the rSNP and tSNP.

We define the AER as the ratio of the allele T transcript level to the allele t transcript level, 

and use the natural logarithm of this AER normalized by the corresponding ratio in gDNA 

for the tSNP heterozygotes as the outcome variable

(1)

In what follows, we will refer to y as lnAER. Normalization of lnAER by the gDNA mean 

(ln T/t) does not affect the type I error rate or power of the tests we propose, but may control 

for any systematic differences in quantification of the two tSNP alleles, and thus allows for 

interpretation of the estimated AE imbalance effect size.

Compared to rSNP homozygotes ( ) for which we do not expect to observe AE 

imbalance, in the presence of AE imbalance, Rr heterozygotes will show an increased T:t 

expression ratio if  and a decreased T:t expression ratio if .

For individual i with haplogenotype h, we assume yi is normally distributed with mean μh 

and variance σ2, where

(2)

Under the null hypothesis of no AE imbalance, αR = 0. We assume that there is no 

difference in the mean or variance of y between the RR and rr homozygotes.

Minimum- and combined-p-value tests based on existing F and t tests

When the rSNP and tSNP are in LE or low LD (D'RT < .2), the two RrTt haplogenotypes 

( ) have similar frequencies. In the presence of AE imbalance, we expect 

approximately half the Rr heterozygotes to have high lnAER and the remainder to have low 

lnAER, resulting in an increased lnAER variance for Rr heterozygotes compared to the 

combined RR and rr homozygotes. For this situation, we [Fogarty et al., 2010] proposed 

using the F test for equal variances against the one-sided alternative as a test for AE 

imbalance.

When the rSNP and tSNP are in moderate to high LD (D'RT > .3), one of the two RrTt 

haplogenotypes ( ) is substantially more common than the other. In the presence 

of AE imbalance, we expect mean lnAER for Rr heterozygotes to be higher or lower than 

for the combined RR and rr homozygotes, depending on which haplogenotype is more 

common. We [Fogarty et al., 2010] proposed using a (two-sided) two-sample t test for the 
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hypothesis that mean lnAER of the Rr heterozygotes differs from that of the combined RR 

and rr homozygotes, allowing for unequal variances between the heterozygous and 

homozygous groups due to the mixing distribution for the Rr heterozygotes.

For both these tests, we used permutations of the rSNP genotypes to assess significance 

while accounting for violation of the normality assumption due to the nature of the mixed 

distribution of the lnAER in the rSNP heterozygotes.

The F test tends to be more powerful when the rSNP and tSNP are in low LD (D'RT < .2) 

and the t test tends to be more powerful given high LD (D'RT > .7) (see Results). To take 

advantage of the strengths of both of the two tests, we consider two additional tests. The 

minimum-p-value test

(3)

selects the minimum of the p-values for the F and t tests (Pt, PF) while the combined-p-value 

test

(4)

uses Fisher's (1948) method to meta-analyze the information from the two tests. We again 

use permutation of the rSNP genotypes to assess significance for the minimum- and 

combined-p-value tests to account for the dependence of the F and t tests.

Mixture-model based test

Given unknown linkage phase and incomplete LD, the lnAER data follow a mixture 

distribution. We therefore propose a mixture-model based test which fits a two-component 

normal mixture model for the rSNP heterozygotes, with likelihood:

(5)

Here, f(μ, σ2) is the density function for a normal distribution with mean μ and variance σ2 

and π is the mixing proportion.

We perform a likelihood ratio test (LRT) of the null hypothesis based on the likelihood ratio 

statistic

(6)

where θ̂0 = (μ̂0, σ̂2) and θ̂1 = (π̃, μ̃
0, α̃

R, σ̃2) are the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) 

under the null and alternative hypotheses, respectively. Since the likelihood cannot be 

maximized analytically, we obtain MLEs by the simplex method [Nelder and Mead, 1965]. 

To assess significance for Λ, we apply the parametric bootstrap [McLachlan, 1987], since 

the chi-square distribution cannot be used to approximate the null distribution of LRT in 

finite mixture models [Hartigan, 1985]. For each bootstrap, we simulate the lnAER data 
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from the distribution with parameters estimated under null hypothesis, and calculate the 

LRT statistic based on the bootstrapped data. We estimate the p-value as the proportion of 

the bootstrap LRT statistics greater than the observed LRT statistic; no ties were observed.

Phase known regression test

We compare power of the five tests for phase unknown data to that of an existing 

regression-based test [Ge et al., 2009] for phase-known data, in which the lnAER data are 

regressed on the haplogenotype coded as an additive model: 0 for one of the heterozygous 

haplogenotyes ( ), 1 for the combined homozygous haplogenotyes ( ), and 2 

for the other heterozygous haplogenotype ( ).

Simulations: one regulatory SNP

We evaluated the performance of the tests to detect association between AE imbalance and 

the potential rSNP by simulating samples with varying numbers of Tt heterozygotes N, 

allele frequencies pR and pT, D'RT values, and mean lnAER effect αR with fixed variance σ2 

= 1. For each individual, we simulated haplotype pairs according to the conditional 

probabilities of the two-locus haplogenotypes assuming ascertainment for Tt heterozygotes. 

For example,

(7)

where wl is the frequency of haplotype l ∈ {RT, rT, Rt, rt}. We then simulated the 

corresponding lnAER data from a normal distribution with the appropriate haplogenotype-

specific mean described in (2). We chose the value of αR for a given N to yield informative 

power comparisons between the tests.

Simulations: two regulatory SNPs

So far, we have assumed a single rSNP. In fact, there could be more than one [see for 

example Ge et al., 2009]. To assess the impact of a second (ungenotyped) regulatory SNP on 

the power and relative rankings of the proposed tests, we simulated lnAER data assuming 

there is a second cis-acting rSNP with alleles RU and rU influencing allelic expression, 

where pRU is the frequency of the allele causing higher expression.

Given two regulatory SNPs RG (genotyped) and RU (ungenotyped), there are 16 possible 

haplogenotypes for Tt heterozygotes. Probabilities for these haplogenotypes can be 

calculated as a function of the pairwise D' values D'RGRU, D'RGT and D'RUT, and the third-

order LD DRGRUT between the three loci [Bennett 1954]:

(8)

Here wRGRUT is the haplotype frequency, and DRGRU, DRGT and DRUT are the 

unnormalized pairwise LD for the three loci. The normalized third order LD
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(9)

[Thomson and Baur, 1984], where DRGRUT(min) and DRGRUT(max) are the lower and upper 

bounds for DRGRUT.

We assume that the RU allele of the ungenotyped rSNP increases mean lnAER by αRU, and 

that the two regulatory SNPs act additively, resulting in the pattern displayed by a "balloon 

plot" in Figure 2. In a balloon plot, the diameter of each circle corresponds to the frequency 

of the haplogenotype(s) to its right while the center of the circle corresponds to mean lnAER 

in individuals with that (those) halplogenotype(s). For example, lnAER for genotyped rSNP 

RGRG homozygotes may display three clusters, with means μ0 + αRU (corresponding to 

haplogenotype ), , and . As 

many as three clusters also may be present for rGrG individuals, and six for RGrG 

heterozygotes.

As in the one-rSNP case, for each individual, we simulate haplotype pairs based on 

probabilities analogous to those in (7), and the corresponding lnAER data with appropriate 

haplogenotype-specific mean.

Results

One rSNP

We first examined the type I error rates for the five tests that allow for the analysis of phase-

unknown data: the F and t tests, the minimum- and combined-p-value tests, and the mixture-

model based test for AE-rSNP association. We also included a regression-based test that 

requires phase-known data [Ge et al., 2009]. Our simulations show that type I error rate 

estimates are consistent with nominal significance levels α = .10, .05, and .01 (data not 

shown).

We evaluated the power of the six tests at significance level α = .05 as a function of LD 

levels between the regulatory and transcribed SNPs (D'RT), and allele frequencies pR and pT. 

We first considered scenarios in which pR is greater than or less than pT (Figure 3A, 3C). 

We observed that the phase-known test has higher power for all settings investigated than 

the five phase-unknown tests and particularly when D'RT is low, as expected. Figure 3A 

shows results for pR > pT, where N = 100, αR = .85, pR = .3, and pT = .1. Among the five 

tests for phase-unknown data, the F test has highest power when the tSNP and rSNP are in 

LE or low LD (D'RT < .2), but the F test power decreases rapidly as D'RT increases and is 

fairly low when D'RT is moderate to high (> .4). When D'RT is low, on average ~½ the rSNP 

heterozygotes have high lnAER and ~½ have low lnAER, resulting in a higher variance for 

the rSNP heterozygotes compared to the rSNP homozygotes (balloon plot of Figure 3A). 

When D'RT is high, the variances are similar between the two rSNP genotype groups 

(balloon plot of Figure 3A). The t test is the least powerful test when D'RT is low (< .4), but 

its power increases rapidly as D'RT increases, and it becomes most powerful when D'RT is 
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high (> .7). When D'RT < .2, the mean lnAER is similar in rSNP heterozygotes and 

homozygotes (balloon plot of Figure 3A). In contrast, for higher D'RT, most rSNP 

heterozygotes will have either higher (when  is the more common haplogenotype) or 

lower (when  is more common) lnAER compared to the rSNP homozygotes (balloon 

plot of Figure 3A).

The minimum- and combined-p-value tests are more powerful than both the F and t tests for 

moderate LD (.3 < D'RT < .5), only slightly less powerful than the F test when LD is low 

(D'RT < .3) or t test when LD is high (D'RT > .5). The mixture-model based test shows 

similar performance as the minimum- and combined-p-value tests, but is the most powerful 

test among all five phase-unknown tests for moderate LD (.3 < D'RT < .7) (Figure 3A). At 

moderate D'RT the p-value based tests have higher power than the individual F or t test 

because they make use of information about the differences in both the AER mean and 

variance between the rSNP heterozygotes and homozygotes. The mixture-model based test 

explicitly acknowledges the mixed distribution of the AER in the two RrTt haplogenotypes 

and thus captures the information from mid range of D'RT that the other tests for AE 

imbalance fail to do so.

Figure 3C shows results for pR < pT, where pR = .05 and pT = .1. When LD is moderate or 

high (D'RT ≥ .3), the shape of the power curves and the ranking of the tests based on power 

are similar to those observed in Figure 3A (pR > pT). However, when LD is low (D'RT < .3), 

the F test is not more powerful than the mixture-model or p-value based tests, in contrast to 

the pattern observed in Figure 3A. When the rSNP is rare and the rSNP and tSNP are in low 

LD, the number of rSNP heterozygotes is very small (balloon plot of Figure 3C) and 

therefore the power for all tests decreases and particularly for the F test. Consequently, at 

every D'RT level the mixture-model based test has the highest or nearly the highest power 

among the phase-unknown tests.

When pR and pT are similar or equal (Figure 3B), the rankings of the tests based on power 

are similar to those observed when pR ≠ pT. However, the shapes of the power curves differ 

for all but the F test. The power of the four remaining phase-unknown tests and the phase-

known test display an increasing-and-then-decreasing trend with power maximized at 

intermediate D'RT, in contrast to a monotonically increasing trend when pR ≠ pT. Power is 

reduced for high D'RT because only a few tSNP heterozygotes are rSNP homozygotes 

(balloon plot of Figure 3B). The small number of rSNP homozygotes results in low power 

for the t test and consequently for the minimum- and combined-p-value tests, and also 

causes decreased power for the mixture-model based test due to poor estimation of μ0.

We evaluated the impact of the number of tSNP heterozygotes N and rSNP AE imbalance 

effect size αR on power by choosing combinations of N = 50, and 500 and αR of 0.3 to 1.2 to 

allow for informative comparisons between the tests. We found that the power of the tests 

varies by scenario, but the rankings of the tests based on power remain largely consistent for 

different (N, αR) combinations across different levels of LD (data not shown).
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We compared the number of tSNP heterozygotes N necessary to obtain similar power levels 

for the most powerful phase-unknown test(s) at a given D'RT to the phase-known test [Ge et 

al., 2009] by iteratively increasing N to achieve the desired power level (Table 1). We found 

that at moderately high D'RT, similar or only slightly increased sample sizes are sufficient to 

achieve similar power in tests of phase-unknown and phase-known data. At lower D'RT, 

substantially larger sample sizes are needed to achieve similar power.

Two rSNPs

We investigated the impact of a second (ungenotyped) rSNP on the type I error rate and 

power of the six tests to detect AE imbalance association with the genotyped putative rSNP 

(Figure 4). For type I error rate, we assumed that the genotyped putative rSNP has no effect 

on lnAER (αRG = 0) while the ungenotyped rSNP has mean effect size αRU = .85. For 

power, we assumed the two rSNPs have same effect size with mean αRG = αRU= .85 and act 

additively on gene expression, and we initially assumed that the minor alleles of the two 

rSNPs both increase gene expression. Figure 4 displays the type I error rates and power 

evaluated for different LD structures between the two rSNPs and the tSNP, assuming the 

allele frequencies for the genotyped and ungenotyped rSNPs pRG = pRU = .3, and tSNP pT 

= .1.

Ungenotyped rSNP in LE with genotyped putative rSNP and tSNP—When the 

ungenotyped rSNP is in LE with both the genotyped putative rSNP and the tSNP (D'RGRU = 

D'RUT = 0, D'RGT varies from 0 to 1), empirical type I error rates are consistent with 

nominal expectation for α = .05 (Figure 4A), .10 and .01 (data not shown); the ungenotyped 

rSNP has simply added noise but no bias (balloon plot of Figure 4A). For power, we found 

that when the ungenotyped rSNP is in LE with both the genotyped rSNP and the tSNP 

(D'RGRU = D'RUT = 0), the rankings of the tests based on power are essentially unchanged 

compared to the single rSNP case, although the power of each test decreases slightly 

(compare Figures 3A and 4A). The presence of the second ungenotyped rSNP increases 

variation of the lnAER data for tSNP heterozygotes (balloon plot of Figure 4A).

Ungenotyped rSNP in LD with genotyped putative rSNP and tSNP—We next 

explored scenarios in which the ungentoyped rSNP is in moderate D'RGRU = D'RUT = .5) to 

strong (D'RGRU = .5, D'RUT = 1) LD with the genotyped rSNP and the tSNP. We oriented 

the two rSNPs such that the minor alleles of the two rSNPs are more likely to be on the same 

haplotype when the two rSNPs are in LD, and consequently the AE imbalance effects of the 

two rSNPs will add together. We observed both higher and lower type I error rates for the 

six tests than the nominal expectation across the range of D'RGT (Figure 4B and 4C). For 

each test, the type I error rates are often higher than the nominal expectation when D'RGT is 

closer to 0 or 1 because the difference in means or the variances between the RGrG 

heterozygotes and the combined RGRG and rGrG homozygotes are higher due to the effect of 

the ungenotyped rSNP. The one-sided F test has a smaller than expected type I error rate 

when the genotyped putative rSNP is in moderate to high LD with the tSNP (Figure 4B, 

4C); the ungenotyped rSNP causes the variance of the combined RGRG and rGrG 

homozygotes to be larger than that of the RGrG heterozygote (balloon plot of Figure 4B, 

4C). The relative rankings of the tests based on power are similar to those observed in the 
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single rSNP scenario. However, the power of the tests is slightly higher than the single rSNP 

scenario, because of the LD between the ungenotyped rSNP with the tSNP and the 

consistent direction of AE imbalance effect of the two rSNPs. This power increase is more 

substantial when LD between the ungenotyped rSNP and the tSNP is stronger (Figure 4C).

If the two rSNPs act additively but the minor alleles of the two rSNPs regulate gene 

expression in opposite directions, power of all tests is slightly lower than for the single rSNP 

scenario when the two rSNPs are in low LD, and much lower when in moderate to high LD 

(data not shown).

Discussion

Cis-acting regulatory SNPs can be detected through measurement of the relative expression 

levels of the two alleles of a gene [Yan et al., 2002; Pastinen, 2010]. When D'RT < 1, tests 

for AE imbalance can be carried out in phase-known data such as the HapMap CEU samples 

[Ge et al., 2009], or for phase-unknown samples [Fogarty et al., 2010], although few studies 

have chosen to evaluate these SNP pairs, likely owing to the lack of well-evaluated methods.

We have proposed three tests for AE-rSNP association that can be used for phase-unknown 

data, and compared their performance with our previously proposed F and t tests [Fogarty et 

al., 2010] designed for low and high D'RT levels, respectively. The one-sided F test tends to 

be most powerful when the rSNP and tSNP are in LE or low D'RT, and the two-sided t test 

when the two SNPs are in high LD. To take advantage of the differing strengths of the F and 

t tests, we propose the minimum- and combined-p-value tests. These tests tend to be more 

powerful than the F and t tests for moderate LD levels, and only slightly less powerful than 

the F test for low LD or the t test for high LD levels. Our mixture-model based test provides 

a single testing procedure alternative to the other four tests. We applied a two-component 

normal mixture model for the rSNP heterozygotes  and  to model the mixed nature of 

the AE data. The performance of the mixture-model based test is similar to or slightly better 

than the minimum- and combined-p-value tests, although it requires the use of more 

complex model and analysis.

Although no one test has maximal power for all scenarios we have considered, in practice, 

we can determine the most likely powerful test(s) based on the sample size, allele 

frequencies of the rSNP and tSNP, estimated D' between them (either from the study sample 

or some other public data source such as HapMap samples), the variance of AER observed 

in the rSNP homozygotes, and the expected AE imbalance effect size [Fogarty et al., 2010].

Teare et al. [2006] proposed an alternative four-component mixture-model based method for 

AER-SNP, with components corresponding to the two rSNP heterozygous haplogenotypes 

 and  and the two rSNP homozygous haplogenotypes  and . They used a 

likelihood ratio test (LRT) comparing the four-component model to a one-component model 

given no AE imbalance, and compared the resulting LRT statistic to a chi-squared 

distribution on one degree of freedom [Mauro Santibánez Koref, personal communication]. 

This method has been used to estimate AER-SNP association in recent studies [Cunnington 
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et al., 2010; Santibánez Koref et al., 2010]. However, the finite mixture model belongs to a 

non-regular parametric family and most classical asymptotic results do not apply, so that the 

limiting null distribution of the LRT for homogeneity is complex and cannot be 

approximated by the simpler chi-squared distribution [Hartigan, 1985; Chen and Chen, 

2001]. To solve this problem, we used a parametric bootstrap to estimate the null 

distribution of the LRT based on the distribution parameters estimated from the observed 

data [McLachan, 1987].

As we have shown, analysis using phase-known data will have higher power to detect AE 

imbalance than using the phase-unknown data, particularly at low D'RT. However, a variety 

of considerations can influence the choice to phase a given set of samples. Phase can be 

most accurately inferred for individuals with family data and investigators have chosen to 

use family based samples to maximize power to detect AE imbalance [Ge et al., 2009]. 

Alternatively, phase can be inferred in the absence of family information by the use of dense 

genotype data [Stephens et al., 2001; Stephens and Scheet, 2005; Marchini et al., 2006; Li et 

al., 2010]. If D'RT is low and there are limited samples available for study, genotyping 

additional SNPs to locally phase haplotypes may substantially increase the power. However, 

genotyping SNPs could be cost-ineffective, particularly if only a single candidate rSNP is to 

be tested with a small number of genes in a region and the DNA and/or DNA samples are 

limited [see for example Fogarty et al., 2010]. In addition, in our simulations we assumed 

that the phasing of the data is accurate. However, phasing becomes less accurate with 

increasing distance between the rSNP and tSNP [Fallin and Schork, 2000] which will, in 

turn, decrease the power to detect AE imbalance with a phase-known test. In contrast, the F 

test is not affected by the rSNP-tSNP distance and may have higher power than the phase-

known test to detect long-range cis effects.

When the rSNP and tSNP have similar allele frequencies and are in high D', our simulations 

show a decreased power for all the tests we proposed, due to smaller sample size for the 

rSNP homozygotes. In this situation, it may be useful to incorporate information from 

gDNA for all individuals. We attempted to apply an empirical Bayesian method [Mukherjee 

and Chatterjee, 2008; Chen et al., 2009] to improve the power by taking the weighted 

average of the AER means for the rSNP homozgotes cDNA and all individuals’ gDNA. 

However this method could result in inflated type I error rate [Bhramar Mukherjee, personal 

communication] due to the potential difference in the AER means of the gDNA and cDNA 

data [see Fogarty et al., 2010].

We initially assumed a single rSNP influencing gene expression. To examine the sensitivity 

of the proposed tests to the presence of >1 rSNP, we studied the impact of an ungenotyped 

rSNP on the size and power of our tests to detect association between AE imbalance and the 

genotyped (putative) rSNP. We found that when the second ungenotyped rSNP is in LE with 

both the genotyped putative rSNP and the tSNP, the type I error rate of the tests is well 

controlled and that the power rankings of the various tests are essentially unchanged.

When the ungenotyped rSNP is in LD with the genotyped putative rSNP and the tSNP, we 

found that the 'false positive' rate of the tests can be high. In these instances the genotyped 

putative rSNP serves as a proxy for the ungenotyped rSNP and thus, when an association 
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between AE imbalance and a potential rSNP is detected, we can at most infer that the AE 

imbalance is due to the putative rSNP and/or one or more other rSNP(s) in LD with the 

genotyped putative rSNP. Given this LD structure, the relative rankings of the tests remain 

essentially unchanged, while the absolute power of the tests can either decrease or increase 

depending on the frequencies of the expression-increasing allele of the two rSNPs and the 

direction of the effects of the two rSNPs. The test will have essentially no power to detect 

AE imbalance if the two rSNPs are in complete LD (r2=1) and the effects of the two alleles 

on the same haplotype are of equal size but opposite directions. A second but unlikely 

scenario leading to no power is when the pairwise LD values for the three pairs of markers 

are all (near) zero, but the third-order LD is (near) one [Nielsen et al., 2004]. In this case, 

there are four three-locus haplotypes RGRUT, RGrUt, rGRUt, and rGrUT, each with 

probability ~.25, and correspondingly four haplogenotypes , and 

 also with probabilities ~.25. We did not observe a single example approaching this 

LD scenario in HapMap CEU samples on chromosome 1.

We have developed tests in the context of measurement of AER by SNP genotyping 

techniques that allow quantification of the AER of the two tSNP alleles. This work could be 

extended to RNA-seq data but would need to consider how to account for potential biases in 

mapping efficiency of the two tSNP alleles [Degner et al., 2009] and how to estimate the 

AER from sequence count data. Our proposed methods use the cDNA of rSNP homozygotes 

rather than the gDNA as reference for equal allelic expression. In the context of RNA-seq, 

using the rSNP homozygotes as the reference group has the advantage that it does not 

require high coverage gDNA sequencing.

In summary, in this paper we proposed three tests for association between AE imbalance and 

a cis-acting rSNP when phase is unknown and D' < 1 between the rSNP and a tSNP, and 

evaluated these tests plus existing tests for phase-unknown and phase-known data. We 

demonstrated that when AE imbalance is due to a single rSNP, the power of the tests is 

affected by multiple factors, including the LD between the rSNP and tSNP which has strong 

impact on the power ranking, and the allele frequencies of the two SNPs, number of tSNP 

heterozygotes, and AE imbalance effect size of the rSNP, which have less impact on the 

power ranking. We demonstrated that the presence of a second ungenotyped rSNP may 

reduce (or increase) statistical power, but seldom results in inconsistent tests, and tends not 

to modify the ranking of the tests. As general guidelines to maximize power to detect 

association between AE imbalance and a cis-acting rSNP, we recommend the use of the F 

test when the rSNP and tSNP are in or near LE (D'RT ~0), the mixture-model based test 

when LD is intermediate (.2 < D'RT < .7), and the t test when LD is high (D'RT > .7).
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Figure 1. 

The lnAER data patterns for three different LD structures between the rSNP and tSNP.
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Figure 2. 

The expected lnAER data pattern when there is a second ungenotyped rSNP. In this 

example, the allele frequencies for the two rSNPs and the tSNP are equal pRG = pRU = pT = .

5, and the three loci are independent. Assume the effect of the genotyped rSNP on lnAER is 

greater than that of the ungenotyped rSNP (αRG > αRU) and the two rSNPs act additively. 

Position and size of each circle represent the mean lnAER and the frequency of the 

corresponding haplogenotype(s) to its right, respectively.
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Figure 3. 

Power of the tests at significance level α = .05 when the number of tSNP heterozygotes N = 

100, AE imbalance effect size αR = .85 with variance σ2 = 1, and allele frequency of the 

tSNP is pT = .1 and of the rSNP is A) pR =.3, B) pR =.1 and C) pR =.05.

Balloon plot under each panel is the expected lnAER pattern under different D'RT values 

between the rSNP and tSNP. The position and diameter of each dot represent the mean 

lnAER and the frequency of the corresponding haplogenotype, respectively.
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P-values are estimated using 1000 permutations for the F, t, minimum-p-value and 

combined-p-value tests, and 1000 bootstraps for the mixture-model based test; power for 

each test is calculated based on 1000 simulation replicates.
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Figure 4. 

Impact of a second ungenotyped rSNP (RU) on type I error rate (left panel) and power (right 

panel) of the tests to detect association between AE imbalance and the genotyped rSNP (RG) 

at significance level α = .05 under different LD structures: A) D'RGRU = 0, D'RUT = 0; B) 

D'RGRU = .5, D'RUT = .5; and C) D'RGRU = .5, D'RUT = 1. For all plots, the third order LD 

D'RGRUT = 0, N = 100 tSNP heterozygotes with MAF pT = .1. Allele frequencies for the 

genotyped and ungenotyped rSNPs pRG = pRU = .3. For the type I error rate estimation (left 

panel), the effect size of the genotyped and ungenotyped rSNPs on lnAER are αRG = 0 and 
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αRU =.85 with variance σ2 = 1, respectively. For the power estimation (right panel), the 

genotyped and ungenotyped rSNPs act additively and have equal effect size on lnAER αRG 

= αRU = .85, each with variance σ2 = 1.

P-values are estimated using 1000 permutations for the F, t, minimum-p-value and 

combined-p-value tests, and 1000 bootstraps for the mixture-model based test; type I error 

and power for each test are calculated based on 1000 simulation replicates.

* : D'RGT cannot go below .3 given the allele frequencies and the LD structure of the three 

SNPs.
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